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Choosing the best tool box organizer in 2022 will make your DIY projects more efficient.

The type of tool organization system that is right for you depends on how much space you

have available and how often you work in your home. Although there are lots of systems

out there that work well for tools, choosing the right one is essential for efficiency and

functionality.

In order to help you make an informed decision about tool box organizers, Linquip’s

website provides you with a lot of information. With Linquip, you’ll have access to the

best tools and tool box organizers currently available. For more information about what

https://www.linquip.com/blog/?p=22651&preview=true
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Linquip can do based on your intended use, check out the “What Are Tools and

Instruments?” page.

Linquip offers a comprehensive selection of Tools and Instruments Products, so you

can find the right tool for your application. Through this Linquip platform, you can

request tool box organizer quotes. For a free quote from multiple Tool and Instrument

Companies and Suppliers, simply fill out our online form.

Is there anything special that it takes to get a tool box that’s organized? Luckily, there isn’t

much. It’s now easy to find the perfect tool box organizer–whether you want a simple bin

or a more customized tool divider—and buying one means you won’t have to spend so

much time looking for the right screwdriver, bolt, or nail anymore. Linquip’s guide will

provide you with the most basic considerations for choosing a tool box organizer, as well

as the most popular models.

Tool Box Organizer Buying Guide

Toolboxes are unique to each individual based on what they need to carry. Portable tool

boxes are specially designed for organizing and moving your tools. Tool chests might be a

better option if you need to store tools permanently. However, tool carts are better suited

to moving tools around a large space. Prior to spending your hard-earned money on a tool

box organizer, pay attention to several factors. 

Here are the best tips for finding a toolbox that suits your needs.

You don’t have to worry about buying a toolbox, but there are so many options that you

have to know what you want – and why you need it. It will save you time and make you

more decisive if you have a plan of what to look for before you shop. 

Size 

Your toolbox should be able to accommodate the number of tools you currently own while

having room for future additions if needed. A too-small toolbox will require a new one; if

it is too large, you may end up carrying unnecessary weight. In addition, you can purchase

tool chests. In the case of those who are constantly moving, portable tool boxes are better

than tool chests, which are quite large and meant to stay in one place. 

There are several different models of tool bags available on the market. Even though they

may not be as sturdy as portable tool boxes, they are a great option for carrying a few tools

at once. Also, tool bags are more convenient to carry. 

Compartments

It is also important to know how large each compartment is and whether it can be

adjusted or removed. You will need enough space to store large tools and smaller

compartments for smaller ones. They will save you time and hassle from having to remove

everything from your toolbox in order to search for something at the bottom.

https://www.linquip.com/industrial-directories/527/tools-and-instruments
https://www.linquip.com/equipment/527/tools-and-instruments
https://www.linquip.com/suppliers-companies?category_id=527&cn=tools-and-instruments
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Indoor vs. Outdoor Use

Portable tool boxes made of aluminum are great for outdoor use because they are

corrosion-resistant. While lightweight, they are also sturdy. Stainless steel is also rust-

resistant, but it is more expensive. Plastic is the least expensive option, and it is not prone

to rust. However, it is less durable. Since wooden toolboxes are visually appealing,

relatively sturdy, and can be less weighty than their metal counterparts, they are often

preferred for indoor use.

Comfortable Handle or Wheels

Most hardware stores carry suitcase-style portable tool boxes with wheels and handles.

These are a great option for covering flat ground easily. It might be a good idea to look for

a toolbox with a comfortable handle if you have to carry it on uneven ground (for

example, on a construction site). You’ll want a handle with a rubber grip and finger

grooves to keep it comfortable.

Appearance

It’s a good idea to buy a toolbox that looks visually appealing when it sits on your shelf if

it’s going to be on display in your workshop. Additionally, a beautiful work environment

encourages you to keep everything clean and organized, which is better for your mental

health.

Safety 

It is possible to choose from a variety of clamping and locking lids for toolbox organizers

that are specifically designed to ensure safety. Despite the fact that you, as an adult, can

easily open them in a hurry whenever necessary, latches, two-step closure hooks, and

even locks will keep your children safe.

Portability

When you enjoy your time on the lake, do you also notice that you have to make repairs

around your cottage or campsite during the summer? Instead of having to purchase two

separate sets of tools to ensure you have some in each place, rushing to put all your tools

in a tub the day before your first trip this year, or risking forgetting something important,

why not keep your tools organized in a convenient toolbox all year long?

With most toolbox organizers, you can simply take one out of the trunk, put it in the

trunk, and drive out to the lake without a second thought about whether you’ve packed all

that you need.

Compatibility

In some cases, two or more portable tool boxes are better than a single large one. For DIY

essentials, a compact tool box may be necessary, while a wheeled tool box could be

necessary for garage or project tools. Hand tool boxes and power tool boxes might need to
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be separated by situations, work styles, and tool collections.

It is important to note that portable tool box manufacturers also offer modular designs

that can meet a variety of needs. For example, an extendable handle may be available on a

wheeled tool box that allows smaller units to stack on top.

Best Tool Box Organizer Reviews

Learn more about the top available tool box organizers. The products included in this

article can be found at a variety of home improvement stores, local home improvement

centers, and online retailers.

1. Camo Bucketeer Bucket Tool Organizer
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Camo Bucketeer Bucket Tool Organizer (Reference: bucketboss.com)

Pros & Cons

Pros

The product is covered by a one-year warranty.

There are three types of pouches available.

It easily fits into a three- or five-gallon bucket.
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Cons

It is possible for tools to fall out of the pouches on the outside because they are

shallow.

At full capacity, it can be heavy to carry.

Specifications 

Item Weight  0.57 Pounds

Mounting Type Bucket

Usage Hardware Tools

Material 600d poly material

Number of Compartments  33

Dimensions  11 x 11 x 3 inches

With this bucket organizer from Bucket Boss, you can store tools in the pouches on the

inside and outside of the bucket or loose in the center of the bucket. You can choose either

a light brown fabric, a reddish-brown fabric, or a camouflage fabric, depending on your

preferences.

Despite the fact that customers liked this product because it allowed them to store all of

their tools inside, some complained that the pockets on the outside were shallow,

restricting the types of tools they could keep.

2. DEWALT TSTAK Tool Box
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DEWALT TSTAK Tool Box (Reference: dewalt.com)

Pros & Cons

Pros

The storage space is deep enough to accommodate most tools.

The product is sturdy and robust.

The top is equipped with an organizer.

Cons

There may be difficulty finding smaller tools inside

Specifications 
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Item Weight  6.93 Pounds

Style  Deep Toolbox with Long Handle

Material  Blend

Dimensions  17.25 x 12.63 x 13.25 inches

If you use large tools frequently, the Dewalt Tstak Tool Box is the perfect choice for you.

This toolbox has a top organizer for keeping drills and bits in easy reach, and the body of

the box is deep enough to hold long hammers and screwdrivers. This toolbox has a long

handle that makes it easy to carry. For extra tool storage, this container has a large

volume.

This toolbox has rust-resistant metal latches and a long handle that make it ideal for

handymen. Tstak’s robust collection includes this piece. Additionally, it stacks perfectly

with other Tstak modules.

The collection includes everything you’ll ever need, so you won’t have to buy another

toolbox!

3. Akro-Mils 09514 ProBox 14-Inch Plastic Toolbox for Tools
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Akro-Mils 09514 ProBox 14-Inch Plastic Toolbox for Tools (Reference: akro-mils.com)

Pros & Cons

Pros

This toolbox is reasonably priced for its quality.

It is a product that serves multiple purposes.

This is a great product for around the house.

Cons

If you need a toolbox for work, this is not the best choice.

Specifications 

Item Weight  1.7 pounds

Material Plastic

Dimensions  14 x 8.1 x 8.1 inches

Among the most durable plastic toolboxes available today, the Akro-Mils ProBox is among

the best on the market. You can easily store certain hand tools, as well as arts and crafts

supplies. This isn’t the best toolbox for large tools, but if you’re looking for something for
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your home, you won’t find a better product. The box is capable of being used as a first aid

box if you so desire. This product is made from industrial-grade plastic. A lift-out top tray

is included.

To prevent curious children from getting into this toolbox, you can also secure it with a

padlock or zip tie. Children’s safety is ensured by rounded edges.

4. BIG RED TB101 Torin Hip Roof Style Portable Steel Tool Box

BIG RED TB101 Torin 19″ Hip Roof Style Portable Steel Tool Box (Reference:

bigredpowertools.co.uk)

Pros & Cons

Pros

Steel construction ensures that this is a sturdy product.

The bright-red enamel coating provides a durable finish.

It is equipped with a piano hinge that runs the whole length of its backside.

The price is very affordable.

Cons

It would have been better if there had been a second latch to add more stability to

the lid.

Specifications 

Item Weight  4.85 pounds

Material Alloy Steel

Dimensions  19.1 x 6.1 x 6.5 inches
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The Big Red Torin is a metal tool box that uses a simple, timeless design that works,

proving that you don’t have to spend a lot of money to get a good tool box. In terms of

size, Big Red isn’t a very large tool box, despite its name. Its dimensions were 19 inches

across the top, 7 inches from top to bottom, and 6 inches across the front and back.

Featuring a baked-on red finish and a removable tray, it offers a lot of value at a

reasonable price.

On the front of the box, the single steel latch is firmly riveted and holds the lid in place

snugly. The top handle brackets are also securely welded to the box. We felt that the Big

Red was more stable because it has a piano hinge along its entire backside rather than just

one or two small hinges.

The well-made, affordable design of the Big Red tool box will appeal to someone who

needs a tool box for storing and carrying small hand tools, like screwdrivers and socket

wrenches.

5. Craftsman 3-Drawer Metal Portable Chest Toolbox Red

Craftsman 3-Drawer Metal Portable Chest Toolbox Red (Reference: craftsman.com)

Pros & Cons

Pros

The product is designed to be durable and damage-resistant.
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It provides ample storage space for organizing.

The exterior is very stylish.

Cons

For a toolbox, it’s quite heavy.

Specifications 

Item Weight  19.35 pounds

Material Alloy Steel

Dimensions  20.6 x 9 x 13 inches

This Craftsman 3-Drawer Metal Portable Chest Toolbox is one of the more stylish

toolboxes that you can find. As a result of its heavy-duty steel construction, this toolbox

weighs approximately 25 pounds. It also comes with three drawers, all of which are

operated by ball bearings, so you can arrange your hand tools neatly.

6. GEARWRENCH 20inch 3 Drawer Steel Tool Box

GEARWRENCH 20inch 3 Drawer Steel Tool Box (Reference: gearwrench.com)

Pros & Cons

Pros

It has a very attractive appearance.

It is a safe and secure product.
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There is a lot of space for efficient organization.

Cons

There is only one color available.

Specifications 

Item Weight  19.8 pounds

Style  Tool Box

Material Alloy Steel

Dimensions  8.5 x 20 x 12 inches

With a spectacularly sleek steel exterior, Gearwrench Tool Boxes feature three drawers for

optimal organization, and they also include a center lock for added security. Gearwrench

tool boxes are premium quality tools that come in a stunning black finish. The

construction is made of steel for extra durability.

The organization is made easy with sliding drawers. If you’re a fan of cleanliness, you’ll

appreciate the ease of cleaning this toolbox.

7. Greenpro Screw Organizer and Hardware Organizer
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Greenpro Screw Organizer and Hardware Organizer (Reference: amazon.com)

Pros & Cons

Pros

Having drawers of different types allows the customers to separate items of different

types.

On top of the organizer are smaller drawers that can hold a lot of items as well.

Cons
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Milwaukee Packout Rolling Tool Box

(Reference: milwaukeetool.com)

Mounting the cabinet on the wall is not possible due to the lack of hardware.

Specifications 

Item Weight  6.09 pounds

Style  Translucent

Mounting Type Wall Mount

Shelf Type  Tiered Shelf

Dimensions  15 x 6.24 x 18.37 inches

The tool organizer is best hung on the wall. It comes with the necessary hardware, as well

as slots on the back for hanging. Its slim design keeps it from sticking out too much. You

can store tools and fasteners of any size in these 39 drawers, nine of which are large and

30 of which are small.

To prevent drawers from falling out, they are equipped with finger grips and rear tabs.

The variety of drawers offered customers the option of separating different kinds of items,

and they also praised the smaller drawers atop the organizer, which allowed them to store

a lot of items. Several customers were dissatisfied that they did not receive the mounting

hardware needed for mounting the cabinet.

8. Milwaukee Packout Rolling Tool Box

Pros & Cons

Pros

There is a high level of quality with this product.

It can hold 250 pounds of tools.
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It has a watertight seal.

Cons

It’s quite expensive.

Specifications 

Item Weight  23.37 pounds

Maximum Weight Recommendation 250 Pounds

Material Metal

Dimensions  26 x 23 x 20 inches

It is essential to protect tools from the elements and sticky fingers because they are

expensive. As part of the Milwaukee Packout series, this rolling tool box can be used

individually or in conjunction with other containers in the series.

In addition to its rugged design, With this tool box reinforced steel corners, it can resist

hard bumps and drops, is IP65 rated to resist water and dust and features a metal-

reinforced padlock point.

The rolling tool box has 9-inch rubber wheels, which makes it easy to pull over a variety of

surfaces, such as sand, gravel, bumpy terrain, and concrete. 

This Milwaukee series is a serious contender for those seeking a single protective box or a

set of boxes.

9. Stalwart 75-MJ5051B Contractor Grade Tool Box
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Stalwart 75-MJ5051B Contractor Grade Tool Box (Reference: stalwartproducts.com)

Pros & Cons

Pros

It offers excellent organizational capabilities.

This is a well-designed product.

It is a well-established industry standard.

Cons

You may need a little help figuring out how to navigate the tiers if you have no prior

experience.

Specifications 

Item Weight  7.68 pounds

Style  Toolbox

Material Polypropylene, Stainless Steel

Dimensions  12 x 22.5 x 9.5 inches
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Upon first glance, the Stalwart Contractor Grade Tool Box resembles something you’d

find in the military. This robust toolbox is constructed of polypropylene and stainless steel

and is suitable for contractors (as its name suggests), handypersons, plumbers, and

electricians.

This storage system is all about the organization: it opens out completely to reveal

everything inside. A total of 15 removable compartments are available to assist you in

staying organized during your job.

10. Akro-Mils 10144, 44 Drawer Plastic Parts Storage Hardware and Craft
Cabinet

Akro-Mils 10144, 44 Drawer Plastic Storage Cabinet (Reference: akro-mils.com)

Pros & Cons

Pros

A lot of weight could be supported by it.

Cons

The drawers end up sliding out and are not held in place by the back tabs.
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It is made of plastic which is less durable.

Specifications 

Item Weight 6.5 Pounds

Mounting Type Surface Mount

Style 44 Drawer

Material Plastic

Load Capacity 20 inches

Dimensions 19.99 x 15.99 x 6.99 inches

In this cabinet, 12 large drawers are located at the bottom for hand tools, while 32 smaller

drawers are located on top for fasteners. You can buy this cabinet as a single unit, a pair,

or a trio. It is possible to stack a large number of tools and supplies on top of each other if

you buy a larger pack.

Even though the cabinet is made of less durable plastic, there are positive reviews that say

that it could hold a lot of weight. One customer said 45 pounds of fasteners could be held

in the organizer. Some customers reported that the back tabs do not keep the drawers

secure and that they still end up sliding out.

 

 


